
coe Silence of WC and all others re head snap seen in Zapruder film — 

Ma 
tone 

(Usk, 

New Points (Accessories After The Fact) oe 

=). Sawyer, not know if he was there in the first place 
“. Failure to search Depository despite eyewitnesses reports 

Brennan not source of 12:45 description 
Norman Jarman Williams went to uth floor. 7 
WIL admitted "least direct evidence of all" LH) was in window’ 7 oO 
- Unknown witness (other than Worrell) Saw man flee from baek of beposttony 
Willie Mitchell saw no one in window 

_.False SS agents. at bavk door and on knoll 

Medical testimouy against "delayed reaction" omitted from WR 
Trajectory of 45° quoted contimously, suddenly abandoned 

we arbitrarily changed date LHO cashed check A&P from 10/31 to 11/1/63 
All LHO Luggage too small to hold rifle even disassembled ; 
Hump in blanket mimmb 10" vs scope 11", Stombaugh says could not have been made by 

; object longer than 10% | 
No oil stains, marks, or other evidence rifle was in paper bag 
No oil stains in blanket, though rifle well oiled 

' All underestimate length paper bag at about 27" 
Disappearance Studebaker tape on paper bag 

. Another paper bag fowd in Irving Post Office dead letters” 

 . Indications that Givens' story 11:55 encounter LHO on 6th floor is perjury ‘a and collusion - 
Lovelady/Shelley affidavits 11/22/63 consistent with Victoria Adams' story, testimony not 

- Baker 9/23/64 said LHO "drinking a coke" then deleted phrase; Jenner said same 1967 

Pierce Allman met IHO near front door TSBD, i.e., LHO lingered, not "esegreat 
Police searched bus right after LHO departed bus 

Timing taxi ride reduced ll to 9 to 6 mimutes , 

Apparent perjury Fbitz/Gerald Hill vs Decker/Brown on link between JFK and gor suspects 
Unexplained foreknowledge by DPs of LH's Beckley St. address and Elsbeth St. old address - 

Visrepresentation by Wo of "*misidentification" as Mauser and failure show rifle Weiitaman: 

Serial number rifle not exclusive 
Scope mounted for left-handed man : 
Two homemade slings, neither used or traced 
We failure establish discovery and authenticity ammo clip 

Some markings on 3 shells found TSED not made by Carcano, contrary to yw a 

Failure to FBI canvass to trace purchase of SIMO » ditto, 30 lbs shells collected 

-: Ammo not recent or current as WR asserts 
Palmprint on rifle may be Babricated; Griffin admitted would have been. very, very 

Sens difficult to detect forged evidence by DP or FBI ; 

No rifle cleaning equipment (ramrod, etc) found LHO possessions anywhere 

“Chalk mark on stand-in "at point where bullet entered" 
JEH misrepresented significance of 1/13/64 Report on indications exit at front of | 

neck-=then theought to be exit head fragment — : 

30 FBI and SS interviews PH personnell suppressed 

Transcript Perry press conference "Lost" . 

--. Lacerations pharynx and trachea larger than skin wound, Lees bullet went front to back 

. FBI told Washington Post December 1963 bullet found deep in shoulder 
“ Sibert/O'tNeill rely on path of fragments through brain, do noe mention a any ena 

on bullet hole back of head » ; 
Autopsy skull diagram does not show entrance wound head 

- Autopsy face sheet arrow shows head bullet traveled to left. (ansten of to right) 

' 2 contradictory sizes Connally back wound 

'- No fabric traces on stretcher bullet , SPER 

” . Spectrographic findings mentioned by R. Frazier indicate lack: of identity baltets, oe 

smears, netallio traces , ; 7 ar 



: Pp Johnston listed "0.H. Lee” not Hidell; same in Kantor notes for 11/22/63 

- LHO had index card for Gus Hall, Vincent T. Lee, and "Hidell" 
(‘Marina Oswald's self-contradictions re use of HidelL 

' Hosty's license number could not have been copied by Marina as WR asserts 

- Tippit's movements, misrepresentation and. falsification 

_ Harry Olsen near Tippit scene 

Indications an automatic was used, and automatic shells found (©. Hill) 

‘Undated note not found by DPs searching books Paine residence 10/23/63. 

_ Arraignment may be falsified (Hicks testimony) _ 

- LHO had only $200 when departed for USSR 

“Was seen at DP building 9 a.m. 11/22 or 13/21/63 ae aen 
‘Was seen at DP building Sunday morning when Supposedly at his apt. oS 

_.. -Ewidence against main street ramp oe 
co Evidence tried enter Frita office during LHO ) Snterrogation 

New Points (accessories) _ | 

WIL ‘admitted RR wrong where says all evidence ‘swports singlesbullet theory : 
Retraction Shaw's initial opinion (one bullet) suppressed in WR ; . 

Bentley, Hill, Carroll, lyon and Walker, in car with LHO, all failed mention 
-Hidell in their contemporaneous reports vs 

Curry unaware 11/23/63 if LHO ever used Hidell except for P.O. Box order / a 

Camera (used to take LHO/rifle' photo) not authenticated; not used except for Fe 2 
‘self-incrimination (no photos child, friends, scenery) ro 

FBI was able to intercept LHO outgoing letters: ae oy as LoS 
Marina's lies, and lies about lying a a CME oe Bea 

LHO's deathbed denial of guilt oe oy ss 

Callaway's peculiar qwstion, "which way did he go" 
McDonald was holdimg his own gun when he approached LHO in theater 

Jacket NOT found by Westbrook or even in his presence oo we 
Descriptions NOT given by Poe but by Summers and R.W. Walker, and not consistent » LHD | 

Indications Nelson never got 12: he instuetion proceed central Oak Cliff 
Indications radio log falsified 
Tippit's clipboard | a , _ an 
Mary Dowling, LHO and Mppit ‘at Dobbs House together, did "see each other" 
Identity of "No. 279 (Unknown) * 

Walker bullet originally identified as 30.06 . . fond Le 

Peripheral deaths, 71.5% of total from unna tural causes, vs national average of 10.128 

FBI monitored Ruby with visitors 11/2/64 ee 
Eric Rogers reported man left with Marina and Ruth Paine. 
h-week delay in delivery LHO letter to Arnold Johnson nes 
Lawson conversation with SS PRS onmmes of others in case it was not LHO 

Wo falsified date his departure from London for Helsinki 
Wo could not account for 6 weeks LHO's life in USSR prior Minsk 
Indications Embassy wrote letters in LHO name 
LHO filled out two forms applying for return of passport. coe oe 
LHO offered military secrets to US agencies acquired during stay in USSR ae 

LHO went for driver's Licenge test day of Bogard incident 
Robert Adrian Taylor did not withdraw ID of LHO contrary to WR ree 
Shasteen corroborated Hitchison story which WR. fails to mention 

Ruby was police informer 

Made overnight trip to Havana, fall 1959 



Omission and suppression of evidence “and documents : 

“Warmed with 30-30 rifle" specified in 12: 45 ‘policesdlert 

:. Jerman: impression shots came from below 5th floor — i 

“:. Norman disclaimer FBI report his statement on source. of shots. 

“+ Hughes film. (did not show two men in window) : ws 

-. Negative testimony of medical witnesses on "delayed reaction" Governor c nnally ” 

Backward recoil of President's head on impact fatal bullet 

“Map of motorcade’ route excised from photocopy Dallas Morning News page 

- Paper bag discovered in Irving Post Office dead Letter section a ee wh 

Boone and Fritz impressions rifle was a Mauser © cls 

. Negative results canvass of 6.5 WCC ammnition,» failure to trace ‘to LHO 

-, Contradictory testimony re rifle in closet i 

of " re LHO's rifle practice and failure discover independent evidence f ‘sane 

FBI Summary ‘and Supplemental Reports in conflict with autopsy findings — 

- Photographs showing position of bullet holes in back of clothes ==: °° 

: 30 or more FBI or Secret Service interviews with Parkland Hospital personnel. 

Shaw retraction of testimony on single bullet’ all Governor's wounds, : ma 

~ Results of spectrographic analysis’. cs aes 

Autopsy photographs and x-rays = 9 

Existence of Heindel ("Hidell") 
‘/ Seeret emergency meeting described in Ford's book” ras yee 

Piper; Shelley, and Carolyn Arnold assertions placing LHO on first floot, uring érucial time 

-. Reports of some observers present at the: interrogation sessions — ees ees 

- FBI interview of Dr. Hartogs . oo . 

\\ Tippit autopsy report. te as 

‘' 3 Tippit bullets revtovered from Dallas Police in surprise: raid 

, Walker bullet originally identified as a 30.06" eee 

“No check-out slip covering the arraignment . 7 ee 

. Pugh/Kline press. stories that LHO under surveillance by a US agency « en “route Mexico. 

+, Allegations of. intimidation of witnesses by FBI” ne 

- .LHObank account had only $200 on eve of "defection" 
’. Anachronistic letter received by int'l. Rescue Committee * 

FBI interviews with Pizzo :: 

-* DeBrueys report on LHO activities New Orleans, ‘October 1963. eae 

“ BRI interview with Robert Adrian Taylor (first interview) |. SS 

-' Larry Craferd suspected by WC of impersonating LHO 

~. Shasteen's corroboration of Hitchison story.” pai me ep tg ns aE 

- F.M. Turner report on conversations with Greener, inconsistent with We ‘insinuations vs Ryder 

' Dean Andrews testimony on LHO's. innocence by reason of marksmanship ~~. wa! 

* Uncertainty about LHO's time of departure’ from New Orleans; feasibility, he aid visit: Odi 

Collapse of Loran Eugene Hall thesis _. en : 

Ruby's overnight trip to Havana fall 1959 . 

Curry phone off hook night before murder of LHO 

2 /.PBI interview with Curry re phone off hook’ ° 

./ Tasker testimony vs Main Street ramp thesis — 7 

- Suspect ‘stories by four unnamed police officers re. Main St. “Ramp. 

Griffin charge that Dean committed perjury - 
«= Testimony. that Ruby was a. ‘police informer : 

a " t at Dallas Police entrance 9 am 11, op or wae 

é Spears'!. premature knowledge of. Ruby's identity and attempt to sell. the. information : 

‘Documents which 1 remain classified at Archives. (not in our lifetime" ). ben 



Delayed and externally compel led investigations 

© Bullet mark on curb and Tague cut, “saay/tgust 
~; Palmprint on rifle, September .— Le 
MacDonald suicide, several months Oe 

Failure to inv estigate 

’ Secret Service agents reported at scene oe a 

Disappearance protective tape on fingerprints paper - bag} bund 

_ Milton Jones! allegation police mounted and searched bus - 
Conflicting testimony ("there he sits"). Frite/Hill vs Brown/Decker 
‘Dad not show Sarcane to Weitzman to identify ~~. 3, 

Disappearances all ‘trace of palmprint lift on rifle barrel ie 

. Validity of palmprint lift (Mercader effect) i ty 
. Sibert/O'Neill observations at autopsy See 
References to "Hidell" on 11/22/63 (if not, why not?) 
Allegation photo LHO with rifle developed at 501 Elm 7: ; 
Asserted intimidation attempts by Hosty, INS, of Marina Oswald - 
Possible mail cover on LHO post office boxes. — 7 , 

. Rumor Tippit involved narcotics traffic — a 
Other witnesses to Tippit shooting (Wrights, Clemons, MeCravey, etc. .) 

"’ Radio log references to automatic pistol and shells eo 
‘. Overlooking and later discovery (by whom?) of undated note: 

Apparent poisoning of dog next door to General Walker ae 

Reynolds and MacDonald misadventures .! cra 

_. Deaths of some eight witnesses during ‘active investigation, ae 

- Hicks! failure confirm arraignment of Oswald 

Man reported by Eric Rogers (left New Orleans with the Oswald ‘and ‘Paine wworen) | m 

 keweek delay in transit LHO letter to Arnold Johnson, ‘and 1 handwriting discrepancies | 

“Narious allegations intimidation by FBI. . “ 
. Laundry number on jacket ‘found at Tippit scene an 

Origin. of rifle obtained in barter by Robert Adrian’ taylor 

' Office of Naval Intelligence failure to question or prosecute THO 

-Seeley's inaction (not pressed) . 
.. Source of Hudkins, Goulden stories re “LHO on. FBI payroll 

“' Mistaken identity’ in cases of alleged contacts with LHO:: 

Confusion re Ruby's address 
“Ruby's role as police informer 

Failure discover LHO clipboard for about a week though conspicuous 

- Callaway's question "Which way?" conflicting his alleged observation fleeing idler | . 

~ McDonald by-line story he was holding his gun when approached LHO. in theater | fg 

. Contents Tippit's clipboard 

Unidentified newspaperman, poss mistaken for PR by TV. technicians 

Ege 

''- Coineidence between Munich "fabrication" and Marina Oswald's account of Walker ‘shooting, 

“;. Passport Office indifference to cancellation LHO prior ‘passport; though coplicstiy | indicated 

~ Guthrie and Lt. Butler re Ruby involvement in brtbery3 Tom Howard re > presence in ‘DP basement 



Misrepresentation and misleading statements: 

Frazier's testimony on cut-off time for. Connally ‘shot, 

-Date LHO cashed check for $33 in Irving A&P.. 

Bulge’ in blanket consistent with scope. ° 

Dougherty's testimony : ce 

Fritz discovery Tippit and JFK suspects were same man 

*. Mistake "Mauser" made by Weitzman alone . 

- Rifle is an accurate weapon 
’ Serial number is exclusive 

‘Ammunition "recent" and "current" 

“Markings on shells all mde by Carcano 

Ammo clip in rifle when found (unauthenticated) _ : es * 

> Perry statements to press and PH original opinion on anterior neck wound: eee 

All the evidence indicated stretcher bullet could have made all Governor's wounds. 

3 PH doctors expressed independent opinion one ballet made all his. wound s 

* No real Hidell found 

. One negative of photo LHO/rifle fod we ees _ 

_ Explanation of how Hosty r number (license) got into LHO notebook . 

», Lineups were "fair" ty 

»-LHO and Tippit had never seen each other © eet 

_: Source of description Tippit killer on police radio 

“Who discovered the jacket | 

. LHO left London Oct. 9 : 

Records establish LHO in Moscow six missing weeks . 

Have/Have Not (two forms filled in by HHO) 

‘LHO unable drive car Nov. 9.. 

Robert Adrian Taylor retracted LHO ID or 

“Ruby's. presence Homicide door Friday late afternoon . 

3 Ww technicians Who saw Ruby Sunday morning "mistaken". 

Sop te! 



“Manipulation or distortion 

Most probably" ‘Brennan was 5 the. source of the La: 45 description (he wad ‘not the ‘source) | 

Evidence placing LHO at window was actually very weak, as Liebeler has conceded wast 

-:-Rowland's alleged lack of credibility. re 
- Holland's testimony (he himself claims it was Watered down) 

. "Heavy bag" (Randle said heavy paper ) 

. "Subsequently" was actually “late in November" (discovery of blue Jacket): 
“Praffic conditions as argument against Ruby's presence at Parkland © 

' Responsibility for alleged misidentification of the rifle (Boone and Fritz omitted) 

’ Publication in Exhibits ef photographs which do not show bullet. holes in JFK clothing’ 
Trajectory of 45° cited repeatedly, later transformed into 17 
Initial medical opinion onmture of anterior neck wound, and press inaccuracy 

Frames 314 and 315 transposed, converting backward movement; inte forward novenent 
So-called. independent opinion of 3 Parkland doctors that one bullet’ caused all 

- of the Governor's wounds, when at least one doctor retracted that opinion. 

All the evidence indicated that “CE 399 could have caused all the wounds, when, in 

fact all the evidence ‘indicated the exact reverse | 

‘Implicit claim that Marina copied Hosty's license number, when manifestly she éould not have 

» Solicitation of affidavits from Kelley and Sorrels to counter testimony from Holmes and - 

ve another witness that Oswald did freely give information on his trip te Mexico City | 

Solicitation of testimony from Anderson and Zahm to counter Folsom | testimony and other = 

evidence that LHO.was.a poor shot’ — A sw es 
. "Fairness" of glaringly unfair Lineups OES mee - 
| The 12:45 instruction to Tippit to move into | central Oak caife, endorsed tho dubious “ 

“. .° and suspect . ae ve 

Assertion that LHO and Tippit had never seen each, other; omitting. Dobbs House. Sok 

Assertion Poe was source of the descriptien | of the’ Tippit: killer. (actually RAM. Walker 

Me -and Summers) Bo ee 
'. Failure of Tippit witnesses to identify LHO's shirt. «| se eG 

°- WHave/Have Not" on passport application: LHO actually filled out 2. different ‘forms 

* Alleged normalcy of State Department transactions in re: LHO and Marina. oe 

' Secret emergency meeting described in Ford's book suppressed in WR —— 

“LHO's driving ability. on date of auto demonstration 
.. Alleged retraction by Robert Adrian Taylor of his ID of LHO (arter « of rifle 

‘Impeachment of disinterested witnesses in 2-Oswalds episodes 

Lumping of the credible testimony of Homer and Sterling Wood with. implausible 

testimony of cther witnesses, concealing importance of. the Woods! story... 

Lemonade incident used to disqualify ID of LHO, when in fact it supports the ID: 

Dates of Odio. visit; and."evidence" that LHO was on specific bus. ‘New Orleans, to Houston 

‘Imnocence and. frequency of Ruby's trips to-Havana 1959°- whaT behest . 

Kantor/Tice. credibility re Ruby's presence at Parkland ; 

"Small number" did not have credentials checked was actually 31% 

Suspect: testimony of 4 (not 3) police officers whe supported Main St. “Ramp allegation 

- Silence on Griffin's accusations against 2 policemen (Dean and (Newnan) | as ‘Per jurers. 

» Euphemism of "abortive transfer" ao ; wot ; 

Extent. ef- Ruby.'s friendships with. policemen’ 
. Ruby's: attempt to enter Homicide office ae oe os 

“Credibility of. testimony. placing Ruby. at. police oudiding early Sunday morning’ 

Ruby *s activities: omission of testinony. relating, to Friday morning . 



“‘Tnattention to evideuce | 

_ Buds report about an unknown witness who Baw a man run out the back of the TSBD : 

Sorrels' strange lack of interest in Julia Mercer's story, because "rifle found". ; 

‘Evidence of prior IHO Thursday visit to Irving 

-- Gwo different sizes given for Connally wound (1.2" vs 3/5") 

Robert Oswald's testimouy that Hosty threatened and intimidated Mariua — 

- Inconsistent descriptions ofjacket _ 

Identity of No. 279 (Unknow) 

Contents undated note inconsistent with Marina's explanation 

 tawenn testimony indicating PRS did have names of Dallas suspects ane 

‘Indications of intimidation of witnesses by FBI (Delgado,. Litchfield, Bogard) 

Sawyer's statement "not known if (the assassin) was there in the first place" ©’ 

Norman/Jarman/Williams went to fourth floor (not sixth) before going to street 

tSecret Service" agents on the scene, who could not be legitimate oe 

Hudson testimony that Stemmons sigh had been moved, then removed entirely: * 

Wildly conflicting evidence on chicken remains. oa : OSEAN 

Fingerprints, or lack of fingerprints, on cartons in shield of cartons “= 

Tape dispeuser dispensed wet tape : SpE TS 

Disappearance of scotch tape placed on loug paper bag to preserve fingerprint °. 

Paper bag found in Irving dead-letter section 
Coes 

Belated discovery of clipboard, in conspicuous position on sixth floor =. 

Alleged search of bus by police , 

Bledsoe testimony on the arrest of a different suspect ae Sennen Samii 

Use of LHO's old Elsbeth Street address on police list at TSBD with indication he was 

contacted and okay =. pe a 

Boone's written reports identifying rifle as a Mauser 

Change of rifle sling, and source of straps used oe 

Possibility that palmprint on yifle was fabricated evidence 

Absence any mention of Hidell on 11/22/63 

Contradictory accounts by Marina on IHO use of alias eee 

Possible third photo of LHO with rifle, described by Marguerite Oswald =. Oe 

Kantor entry indicating LHO/rifle photo developed at 501 Elm ce 

Indications that FBI maintained mail cover on LHO (knew contents his outgoing letter) ae 

THO's deathbed denial and his earlier statements he was being framed Ege Soran ss 

Tippit's working at home at night (unlisted phone) . . 

Glen King's statements, 3 shots (instead of 4) ; et Ey 

Extraordinary solicitude of dispatcher for Tippit--4 signals in 23 minutes- 

Evidence both Tippit and LHO at Dobbs House at same time oat 

Indications of automatic revolver and automatic shells at Tippit scene 

Contradictious in testimony on discovery of jacket 

Police search of books but failure 4o find undated note — 

Illness of dog next door | 

Allegation Walter Kirk Coleman warned not to talk a : wes 

@urry vs FBI on monitoring of suspects! conversations with visitors. > 

Butler self-contradictions on Ruby involvement attempt bribe Guthrie... 



7 . Favorable toward Brennan, sdif-admitted liar; unfavorable toward Worrell, whe 

i - Impeached Rowland, but ignored manifest police perjury and concealed oriffin 

Bias and predisposition _ 
fe 

Considered only Depository in ‘accounting. £ for. source mark on curb, “Tague - cut: 

reported man feeing from rear of TSRBD 

accusations against Dean, Newman of perjury 

Interpretation of Zapruder film as consistent with lone assassin : 

: Finding that lineups were fair, despite contrary evidence — : 
 LHO had enough time despite traffic, Ruby did not because of traffic es . 

~ Aecepted Marina's account of Walker shooting, despite large body contrary evidence . 

' Accepted single-missile, y Lone-assassin theories despite massive contrary evidence’ a 

Impeachment of witnesses (Bogard, Rowland, Hunter, Whitworth, Ryder, ete.) eS 

‘Rejection of Kantor/Tice testimony — 

- Use of euphemism "abortive transfert 
_ Accepted Butler denial, vs Guthrie assertions uty | involved attempt bribe him Bs : s ) 



| Thesis that. a fragment from the 313 head shot traveled 260 feet to nit cm, waite 

- Denial that Hughes film showed 2 men in window, “boxes only; and indifference to. 

“ a Thesis of "delayed reaction" to wounds in vital organs causing involuntary. reaction 

_-' Conclusion that shield of cartons needed for concealment when pillars, cartons | 

my “Acceptance of Bledsoe testimony LHO had no Jacket, vs three other witnesses who 

| Circular reasoning on purchase ‘and possession of ammunition, established only by” ey 

2 "> ,dvhcacy of single-missile theory regardless of actual size Connally back wound—— 

. Benavides, witness closest to Tippit at shooting, failed D THO; but acoepted Ds is “ 

‘Evaluation of LHO/State Department transactions as "normal" 

. Overriding importance | attached to Lost Bogard card 

‘so Disregard of massive evidence Ruby at police HQs Friday evening, despite his lack 

cose Disregard of evidence Ruby there Saturday late afternoon, on grounds Ruby has ; 

- Rejection of IDs of Ruby at police pbuilding early Sunday on . ground man thought to be 

i : a exceptionally wolickenpt | 

Tllogic and double standard 

- other fragments sam billet dropped gently into car: 

fact it failed show LHO.in window 

already ou sixth floor provided. built-in shield 

said he was wearing a jacket 

inference, on basis he used it; and thesis markings oa shells came from. 
dry runs (i.e., his only 4 bullets ever?) 

whether 1.2 or 3/5 inches. 

of Markham and others of highly dubious nature een ae 

Contrived explanations of lack of match between Tippit bullets and shells found eS 

Request for comparison between LHO actualshirt on arrest and shirt seen in photos 
taken on arrest, when uo one raised any questions. challenging the shirt, Pa 

but failure to request comparisoa with tdoorway" shirt. 

Rejection of ID of LHO at Habana Bar, New Orleans, on grounds he was not a drinker, os 
ignoring fact he ordered lemonade, and got violently sick on tequila 

Rejection of Kantor/Tice testimony, on grounds. of Ruby denial ; ae 

Attacks on identifications of Ruby, as against complacent acceptance IDs ‘of LHO. 

: 
ho

 
a
e
 

of alibi for time involved, on grounds his denial 

“not mentioned such a visit - 

Ruby was unkempt, and suggestion it was another mans . seen in photo, who | ‘Was | oh 



. Wanda Helmick . 

Be, Wilma Tice © 

y W.-W. ‘itehfiela | 

Gertrude Hunter we a 

Edith Whitworth | 
“. Roger Craig =..." 7 ; a as 

Albert Guy Bogard o - 

Dial Ryder.” 

G. A. Hamblen 

ntotason > 

Orest Pena 

Dean Andrews - 

Seth Kantor 
Roy Vaughn 

°- Steve Guthrie 

a Robertson, . Jenkins, Rutledge > ‘Standifer, | Bberhardt, 

' Thayer Waldo. : Lo ws, 

Tra @ Mater John Allison Smith, Warren Richey - 



a Failure 

Failure 
*- Failure 

“- Fadlure 
ay, Failure 

“ Badlure: 

- Failure 

Inadequate or incomplete investigation 

_—- Bullet mark on curb, possible source other than TSED 

" Badlure of police to make immediate search of 6th floor 
‘Actual origin of 12:45 description attributed to Brenan’ _ | 

Failure to 

to 

to 

to 

‘to 

to 

to 

to 

to 

to 

to 

“to 

. Failure to 

Failure to 

Failure to 

Failure 

7 Failure 

‘Failure 

Failure 

Failure 

to 

question Willie Mitchell (who saw no one in window) and other inmates eee 

question Featherstone, who urged Jeau Hill +0 change her story — - | 

collect all films and photos taken during assassination | : 

inquire into actual identity of "Secret Service agents at scene 

ascertain from R. Frazier the one position beyond frame 225 for Connally hit - 

investigate prima facie evidence 313 head hit from right and front of car 

determine method by which dry tape could have been taken from wet dispenser 

inquire about discrepancy between rifle ordered and rifle sent 

establish where and when LHO made the paper bag ois 

establish actual delivery of rifle by post office (records, recollections) ried 

inquire into disappearance of tape placed on bag to protect fingerprint = 

take account of homemade paper bag found in Irving post office — . 

inquire into oversight of conspicuous clipboard for 10 days 

inquire into contents of IHO clothes hamper at Beckley room 

inquire into arrest of other suspects (Bledsoe, police radio log, ete. ): 

follow-up on Elsbeth Street address used prematurely on police repens o ‘ 
and knowledge by unidentified detective of Beckley St. address 

~ Failure to 

- Pailure to 

Failure to 

Failure to 

Failure to 

inquire into arigin of straps used to make rifle sling. 

authenticate the ammunition clip or trace its purchase oF 

eliminate possibility of fabrication of palmprint lift from rifle ole 3 

examine autopsy photographs, to confirm alleged positions of wounds: ce . 

obtain testimony from Sibert and O'Neill, failure to reconcile their vs 

accounts of autopsy findings with autopsy report 

' Failure to 

Failure to 

Failure to 

Failure to 

‘Failure to 

Failure to 

Failure to 

Failure to 

“. Failure to 

investigate source of 313 head shot despite Zapruder filn clear baclaard recoil 

establish actual size of Conially back wound (1.5 em vs 3 cm) © : 

investigate all omissions of mention of Hidell on 11/22/63 

inquire further into photo of LH with rifle overhead described oY his, mother - 

investigate indication photo was developed at 501 Eln | 

investigate charges of intimidation of witnesses by FBI : 

investigate LHO's allegation that he visited the FBI after Hosty's visits 5 

inquire into FBI mail cover on LHO : plete : 

inquire from caterer if LHO beaght - Lunch fron hia, ever, or on 13/22/63 



. 7 - No investigation exact location estate guarded by Olsen . 7 or 
oo ee No irivestigation of contradictions between differing transcripts of radio log © 

a Failure to trace 038 Smith & Wesson ammo or establish LHO purchase or possession 

oo No questioning of Walter Kirk Coleman on what ‘he. saw or who ordered him not to talk 

rh es | om 

So No real inquiry into Kline/Pugh affair, allegations LHO under federal surveillance - | 

2 No investigation of LH offer of military secrets on repatriation. 

ao No attempt: get comparison shirt in doorway vs LHO shirt on arrest, oa 

2 Inadequate or incomplete sarestigation (contimed). ; 

i. be trea analysis of. LHO by qualified psychiatrist one 

“. No search of Tippit background, involvement with narcotics > ‘movenents 13/22/63 ae oe 
- No inquiry into Callaway's question "Which way did he go?! .— eo aan De, 

No questioning of dispatcher to obtain reasons for 12: iS instructions Tipit & Nelson 

No investigation of actual sources of description of Tippit suspect : aE 
me . Who > actually found jacket? Why was it described as white? as dark, heavy 1 material? - 

Where did laundry mark and dry clearing tag originate? Did Westbrook and/or 

Hutson commit’ perjury? 

Failure to” inquire into ID of Walker bullet 4/10/63 as 30.06 mn ce, 

Superficial. inquiry into Reynolds/Betty MacDonald affair wos . , 
No inquiry into other deaths during active investigation (Jim Koethe;: 3 Bill Hunter, ete) ae 
No resolution of conflicting testimony on arraignment of LHO 

° evidence on monitoring equipment: cs eh 

No inquiry into Eric Rogers! original report of man accompayiing Marina and R Paine =... 

No inquiry ‘into strange LHO letter received via Texas by Intl Rescue Committee: a 

No testimony from Hudkins, Sweatt re S172 on FBI payroll No inquiry into. Clements/DeBrueys disposition of Bogard story 11/23 jos S 

’ No testimony from Loren Eugene Hall, Le Howard or Yin. Seymour 

~ : No notice of #ascinating entries in Kantor's handwritten notes oe a 

| No resolution of Griffin's accusations of lying against Dean and Newnan : 

No serious inquiry into belated reports from l police. officers on Main Street Ramp 

No resolution of conflict between Holly vs..Solomon and Newnan” 

: , Cox vs Sherman 

Guthrie vs Butler. o - poo 

‘No resolution of r conflicting evdience on Ruby's whereabouts: early Sunday morning oF 


